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A liquid-xenon-jet laser-plasma source for extreme-ultraviolet~EUV! and soft-x-ray generation has
been characterized. Being a source candidate for EUV lithography~EUVL!, we especially focus on
parameters important for the integration of the source in EUVL systems. The deep-ultraviolet
~DUV! out-of-band radiation~l5120–400 nm! was quantified, to within a factor of two, using a
flying-circus tool together with a transmission-grating spectrograph resulting in a total DUV
conversion efficiency~CE! of ;0.33%/2psr. The size and the shape of the xenon plasma was
investigated using an in-band-only EUV microscope, based on a spherical Mo/Si multilayer mirror
and a charge-coupled device detector. Scalability of the source size from 20–270mm full width at
half maximum was shown. The maximum repetition-rate sustainable by the liquid-xenon-jet target
was simulated by a double-pulse experiment indicating feasibility of.17 kHz operation. The
xenon-ion energy distribution from the plasma was determined in a time-of-flight experiment with
a Faraday-cup detector showing the presence of multi-kilo-electron-volt ions. Sputtering of silicon
witness plates exposed to the plasma was observed, while a xenon background of.1 mbar was
shown to eliminate the sputtering. It is concluded that the source has potential to meet the
requirements of future EUVL systems. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1755441#

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser plasmas based on inert-gas targets are attractive as
negligible-debris extreme-ultraviolet~EUV! and soft-x-ray
sources. An example is the xenon-liquid-jet laser plasma.1,2

This article reports on the characterization of several impor-
tant parameters of this source from a point of view of its
applicability for full-scale EUV-lithography~EUVL! step-
pers.

EUVL3 at l;13.5 nm is considered by many as the
strongest candidate to succeed deep-ultraviolet~DUV! li-
thography for large-scale manufacturing of integrated
circuits.4 The EUV radiation source has, however, been
identified5 as the largest obstacle toward realization of EUVL
since no source technology currently meets all the require-
ments for a production tool. Nonetheless, several source con-
cepts, all based on hot plasmas, are under intense
development.6 These include electrically driven plasmas,
e.g.,z-pinch, plasma focus, capillary discharge, and hollow
cathode discharge, as well as several laser-produced-plasma
concepts.

Laser plasmas in general are not only applicable for

EUVL7 but are also potentially suitable as table-top sources
of soft-x-ray and EUV radiation for applications such as
proximity x-ray lithography,8,9 x-ray microscopy,10 and x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy.11 The liquid-xenon-jet laser-
plasma source1,2 is an especially attractive source technology
since it combines the advantages of the microscopic-liquid-
jet target method12,13 and an inert gas, high-Z target
material.14 The regenerative liquid-jet target allows for long-
term high-repetition-rate operation at long distance from any
source hardware, thereby minimizing thermal issues. Fur-
thermore, the use of xenon as target material eliminates the
creation of condensing or reactive target vapor associated
with conventional target materials.

In the present article, we report on quantitative charac-
terization of a liquid-xenon-jet laser-plasma source with re-
spect to its applicability as an EUV source. Such accurate
characterization is especially important since the source will
eventually operate in an EUVL stepper, i.e., a complicated
optical system. Thus, a system’s perspective is necessary in
order to optimize the performance of the full system and not
only that of the source. Such a system analysis has resulted
in a detailed list of source requirements commonly agreed
upon by the major stepper companies.15 In the present ar-
ticle, we report data on several important parameters of the
liquid-xenon-jet source: non-EUV emission from the plasma,
size and shape of the plasma, the repetition-rate limit of the
source, and ionic emission from the plasma. Furthermore,
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measurement techniques have been developed for many of
the characterization experiments. The results are discussed in
relation to the full-system requirements.

II. GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND
EUV PERFORMANCE

The general experimental arrangement for laser-plasma
generation using a liquid-xenon-jet as target is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The liquid-jet is formed by forcing xenon gas under
high pressure into a reservoir cooled to liquefy the xenon. A
tapered glass capillary nozzle with an orifice diameter of
typically 10–30mm is attached to the reservoir, producing a
microscopic liquid jet into an ultra-high-vacuum compatible
chamber. Vacuum is maintained by two;2000 l/s turbomo-
lecular pumps resulting in pressures of 102421023 mbar
during operation. The base pressure of the system before
operation is typically in the 102821027 mbar range but
could be further reduced through, e.g., baking of the system.
To reduce the load on the turbomolecular pumps during op-
eration, the nonevaporated part of the xenon jet is extracted
from the chamber through a differential-pumping scheme.
The xenon evacuated through both the turbomolecular
pumps and the jet-extraction system is further collected by a
recycling, purification, and pressurization system allowing
for closed-loop usage of xenon, considerably reducing the
cost of operation. The plasma is generated by focusing
Nd:YAG-laser pulses ofl51064 nm,;5 ns pulse length,
and up to 350 mJ pulse energy onto the jet through a focus-
sing system theoretically capable of obtaining a full width at
half maximum~FWHM! ;10 mm spot. The EUV emission
is monitored by a flying-circus tool16 ~FCII! further de-
scribed in Ref. 17. The best conversion efficiency~CE! of
laser energy to in-band EUV emission obtained is 0.95%/
~2% BW 2psr! at l513.45 nm.

III. OUT-OF-BAND RADIATION

Unfortunately the xenon plasma emits radiation also out-
side the desired;2% bandwidth aroundl;13.5 nm that is
transmitted by the optical system of an EUVL stepper based
on Mo/Si multilayer mirrors. This out-of-band radiation will
have a negative impact on EUVL system performance. The
broad-band soft-x-ray and EUV radiation may induce carbon
growth and oxidation on mirror surfaces.18 However, this
out-of-band short-wavelength radiation will not be transmit-
ted through the full system since it is effectively absorbed in
the first near-normal-incidence multilayer mirror it encoun-
ters. This will, though, lead to heating of this mirror. For
longer wavelengths,l.120 nm, the Mo/Si mirrors reflect
radiation19 as is illustrated in Fig. 2. This DUV radiation is
especially harmful since it can expose the resist if it reaches
the wafer.19 Furthermore, all radiation that is transmitted
through the optical system will increase the thermal load on
components throughout the system. In this section we will
mainly treat the DUV radiation. System studies indicate that
the maximum acceptable level of DUV radiation in the
l.130–400 nm range into the secondary focus after the
collector mirror is<7% of the total radiation into 2% band-
width around 13.5 nm.15 Operation above this level will
probably require a spectral purity filter which also will at-
tenuate the in-band EUV radiation, leading to a higher de-
mand on total power from the source. In order to estimate the
wavelength dependent emission into 2p steradianE(l) of
the plasma, two experiments were performed.

First, the DUV radiation was measured using the FCII
tool discussed above as illustrated in Fig. 3~a!. One photodi-
ode was, in this case, equipped with an MgF2 filter transmit-
ting wavelengthsl.120 nm ~see Fig. 2! to block in-band
EUV radiation reflected by the Mo/Si mirror. The other
photo diode was covered by a 200 nm thick zirconium filter
to measure in-band EUV as a reference. The filter wheel was
equipped with an optical filter, transmitting wavelengths
l.400 nm, that could be inserted in front of the MgF2 filter.
By subtracting the signal from measurements with both the
MgF2 and thel.400 nm filter from measurements with only
the MgF2 filter, the signal from only thel.120–400 nm
wavelength range could theoretically be determined. How-
ever, in the present measurement thel.400 nm signal was
below the detection limit due to a high background-noise

FIG. 1. The general experimental arrangement for liquid-xenon-jet laser-
plasma generation and EUV-in-band-emission monitoring.

FIG. 2. The reflectivity of a Mo/Si mirror~solid line! and the transmission
of a MgF2 filter ~dashed line!.
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level, not allowing for this subtraction. Instead, it was as-
sumed that the out-of-band signal obtained with only the
MgF2 filter was due only to radiation in thel.120–400 nm
wavelength range. The scattered-light background was deter-
mined by tilting the corresponding mirror to focus the radia-
tion outside the photodiode surface.

The detected signal of the photo diode,Qd , is given by

Qd5E
l
E~l!TMgF2

~l!RMo/Si~l!hd~l!
V

2p
dl, ~1!

whereTMgF2
(l), RMo/Si(l), andhd(l) are the wavelength

dependent transmission of the MgF2-filter, reflectivity of the
Mo/Si-mirror, and quantum efficiency of the photodiode, re-
spectively. V is the solid angle collected by the Mo/Si-
mirror.

Since it is not possible to determineE(l) from only Eq.
~1!, the DUV spectrum~l,300 nm! was obtained using a
spectrographic arrangement as illustrated in Fig. 3~b!, noting
that the spectrograph is not oriented in the direction of FCII
which might introduce an error. This is built up of a 1000
lines/mm free-standing transmission grating~Heidenhein
GmBH! in combination with a cooled, thinned, back-
illuminated 102431024 pixel charge-coupled device~CCD!
array ~Andor DO434! with normalized spectral response

hCCD(l). A MgF2 filter with transmissionTMgF2
(l) was

used to filter out higher-order components of shorter wave-
lengths. The detected signal on the CCD isI CCD(l) and the
wavelength dependent emission per pulse of the plasma is in
this case given by

E~l!5C
I CCD~l!

TMgF2
~l!hCCD~l!

, ~2!

whereC is a constant containing the absolute efficiency of
the spectrograph and the constant of the efficiency of the
CCD. C is unknown, but can be found by inserting the ex-
pression forE(l) from Eq. ~2! into Eq. ~1! and solving for
C. Since only l,300 nm was registered with the spec-
trograph, the spectra is extrapolated tol5400 nm with the
value atl5300 nm. Furthermore, the calculation assumes, as
previously mentioned, that all DUV out-of-band radiation is
emitted withinl,400 nm, which will lead to a worst-case
over-estimation of this radiation.

By inserting this expression forC into Eq. ~2! the abso-
lute emission per pulseE(l) is obtained. By further dividing
E(l) with the laser pulse energy, the wavelength-dependent
out-of-band conversion efficiency CE~l! is obtained as illus-
trated in Fig. 4. Finally, the total conversion efficiency into
l5120–400 nm and 2p steradian CEDUV is found from

CEDUV5E
l5120 nm

l5400 nm

CE~l!dl ~3!

and into the secondary focus, given a normal-incidence
Mo/Si collector

CEDUV22ndFoc5E
l5120 nm

l5400 nm

CE~l!RMo/Si~l!dl. ~4!

The value obtained for CEDUV is ;0.33% which should be
compared to the in-band CE of;0.55%/~2%BW 2psr! at
l513.45 nm that was simultaneously measured in the actual
experiment. This gives a fraction of in-band EUV and out-
of-band DUV from the source of 60%. CEDUV22ndFocinto the
secondary focus is ;0.15% to be compared with
0.55%370%50.38% for in-band EUV given an in-band-
EUV reflectivity of 70%. This gives a fraction of 39%, 5.63
higher than the required 7% mentioned above. The result is
expected to be correct within a factor of two, where the main
error is due to the uncertainty in the DUV spectral content.

FIG. 3. The experimental arrangements for out-of-band-energy measure-
ment with the flying-circus tool~a! and out-of-band spectroscopy~b!.

FIG. 4. The wavelength-dependent conversion efficiency of laser energy to
broadband DUV emission. The dotted line illustrates extrapolated data.
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Further experiments should use a spectrographic setup better
adapted for absolute DUV measurements. One should also
observe that no effort was made to optimize the experiment
for low DUV emission. Furthermore, the measured DUV ra-
diation is emitted by the full plasma. A significant fraction of
the DUV radiation will be emitted by the colder wings of the
expanding plasma although the actual size of the DUV emit-
ting plasma has not yet been experimentally determined.
However, spatial filtering of the hot EUV-emitting core
should improve the EUV/DUV ratio. In combination with
optimization for low DUV emission and more accurate diag-
nostics it is likely that the 7% DUV/EUV ratio can be met.
This is supported by another xenon laser-plasma experiment
showing a DUV/EUV ratio at the secondary focus of 4%.20

IV. SHAPE AND SIZE OF PLASMA

Knowledge of the size of the EUV-emitting plasma is
important since, e.g., the e´tendue of the system will limit the
collectable fraction of the energy radiated from the
plasma.21,22The étendue is given by the emitting source area
A and the numerical aperture, of the collector as23

étendue5A3p3NA2. ~5!

At the same time, the emission profile is also an important
input to the design of an illumination system of an EUV tool
in order to achieve the desired illumination uniformity. The
emission profile of plasmas have traditionally been imaged
by pinhole cameras.13 The main disadvantage is that this
technique is not wavelength selective, and it has been shown
that the EUV in-band image of a plasma might not corre-
spond to a broadband image.24 Moreover, it is difficult to
obtain good spatial resolution using a pin-hole camera,
which is especially important when imaging very small plas-
mas. A zone-plate-based camera can give very high
resolution25 but cannot be used here since it requires a mono-
chromatic source due to the inherent chromatic aberrations
of the diffractive optics. Instead an EUV camera based on a
spherical multilayer mirror was developed to obtain both
wavelength selectivity and high spatial resolution simulta-
neously.

The EUV camera arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 5. It
consists of a spherical Mo/Si mirror, a Zr-filter to block vis-

ible radiation and a CCD detector. The mirror has a radius of
curvature of 500 mm and a clear aperture of 10 mm. It is
mounted 300 mm from the plasma on a tripod arrangement
allowing for both tilt and translation. The CCD detector is
mounted 1500 mm from the mirror, resulting in a 53 mag-
nification. In order for the plasma not to interfere with the
optical path, both the mirror and the CCD are mounted
somewhat nonsymmetrically as illustrated in Fig. 5. This re-
sults in that the object~the plasma! is ;7 mm off-axis. Ray
tracing was performed using theZEMAX software, indicating
that a resolution of 8mm should be obtainable.

By focusing the laser as tightly as possible on the xenon-
jet a very small plasma,;20 mm FWHM, can be obtained as
illustrated in Fig. 6~a!. However, by defocusing the laser and
changing the laser-pulse parameters the size of the plasma
can also be increased. A 200–270mm FWHM plasma is
shown in Fig. 6~b!.

A disadvantage with the very small plasma is that the CE
is typically somewhat lower than normal, e.g.,;0.35%/
~2%BW 2psr! for the case of Fig. 6~a!. However, in certain
applications, this is well compensated by that the smaller
source results in a very high brightness~W/m2/sr!. This is
advantageous in applications with a small e´tendue~cf. Ref.
22!. A larger source, having optimal CE, is better suited for a
stepper. Even if the full geometrical diameter of the plasma
is considered,d;400mm, and a large collection angle of
2p•sr ~NA51! the resulting e´tendue is;0.4 mm2 which is
well below the presently estimated maximum allowable
source output e´tendue15 of 1–3.3 mm2. Thus, no power from
the laser-plasma source will be lost due to the e´tendue limi-
tation. This is in contrast to the larger-diameter discharge
sources where such loss may become important.21

V. REPETITION-RATE LIMIT

It is preferable to operate an EUV source at as high
repetition rate as possible.26 In that way, more pulses will be
integrated in each exposure, improving the dose accuracy
and, thus, the critical dimension control. The present think-
ing is that an EUV-stepper source should operate at.7–10
kHz.15

The limiting factor for the repetition rate of a liquid-
xenon-jet laser-plasma source is the time after one plasma
shot until new unaffected target material is available in the
laser-focus point. The maximum repetition rate was previ-
ously estimated by investigating how large portion of the jet
is affected by a single laser pulse.27 That study estimated the
maximum repetition rate to 30 kHz at a jet velocity of 50
m/s.

In order to further investigate the maximum repetition
rate, high-repetition-rate operation was simulated in a
double-pulse setup in which two plasmas were generated
with a very short time separation. By varying the time-delay
between the two pulses and investigating the shot-to-shot
EUV stability from the second pulse, the minimum time de-
lay before the first pulse affects the second pulse can be
found. For a jet velocity of 60 m/s, Fig. 7 illustrates how a
significant stability transition from 3.8%~1s! to 36% was
found when changing the delay from 60 to 50ms, corre-

FIG. 5. The experimental arrangement for EUV in-band imaging based on a
spherical Mo/Si mirror and a CCD detector.
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sponding to an increase in repetition rate from 17 to 20 kHz.
At the shorter time separation, the second pulse is not always
fired on an intact jet target but rather on the jet region that
may be damaged by the first pulse. The experiment indicates
that a liquid-xenon-jet laser-plasma source can be operated
with a repetition rate of at least 17 kHz. Although it is below
the result of the previous study of 30 kHz it is still well
above the 7–10 kHz previously discussed. It should also be
noted that an increase in jet velocity would allow for higher
repetition rates.

VI. SPUTTERING BY ENERGETIC XENON IONS

Contamination and wear induced by the source on espe-
cially the collector mirror is one of the largest obstacles to
overcome toward the realization of EUVL. Although the use
of a xenon-liquid-jet laser-plasma source has several advan-
tages, such as operation with a noble-gas target material,
thereby avoiding condensation of target vapor on the
collector,14 and a large working distance from plasma to any
source hardware,27 there are still critical issues to solve. A
major issue is sputtering by energetic xenon ions. As illus-
trated in Fig. 8 there are two sputtering issues. First, the
energetic ions may directly sputter the surface of the collec-
tor, reducing its reflectivity. Furthermore, the ions may sput-
ter other components in the vicinity of the plasma and in that
way release material that may deposit on the collector mirror,
also reducing its reflectivity. It is therefore important to un-

FIG. 6. Image of a small plasma~5 shots averaged! in ~a! and larger plasma
~40 shots averaged! in ~b!. The emission tail in the image~b! is an artifact
due to that the CCD was read out during continuous exposure.

FIG. 7. For a jet velocity of 60 m/s two plasmas are generated with a small
time separation. The pulse-to-pulse EUV stability of the second pulse is
illustrated in the figure. In~a! the temporal delay is 60ms corresponding to
17 kHz and in~b! 50 ms corresponding to 20 kHz. The 1s stability goes
from 3.8% in~a! to 36% in ~b!.

FIG. 8. Energetic xenon ions from the plasma can lead to both direct sput-
tering ~primary! of the collector mirror and sputtering~secondary! of other
material in the vicinity of the source releasing material that may deposit on
the collector mirror.
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derstand both the ion emission characteristics of the xenon
plasma and the energy-dependent sputter yield~number of
knocked-out atoms per ion!.

The sputter yield of xenon ions on a Mo/Si mirror was
estimated using theSRIM 2000software package.28 As can be
seen in Fig. 9, it is about unity for xenon ions in the kilo-
electron-volt energy range. It should, however, be noted that
highly charged ions can have much higher sputter yields.29 A
time-of-flight experiment with a Faraday cup as ion detector
~cf. Ref. 30! was performed to estimate the energies of the
emitted ions from the plasma. The Faraday cup was mounted
in both 45° and 135° to the laser direction~see Fig. 8! at a
distanced5113 mm from the plasma. Each pulse resulted in
a voltage response as illustrated in Fig. 10. The first peak, at
t0 , is fully synchronized with the laser pulse and is used as a
temporal reference. The longer, second, peak is assumed to
be due to xenon ions. Since the higher-energy ions are more
damaging, we performed a worst-case-analysis of the data.
Therefore, the timet1 is defined as the rising edge of the ion
peak. The time of flight of the ions is

Dt5t12t0 , ~6!

and the energy of the ions,EXe , is then obtained from

EXe5
1

2
mXeS d

Dt D
2

, ~7!

wheremXe is the mass of a xenon atom.

The resulting maximum ion energies as a function of
laser-pulse energy and direction of measurement is illustrated
in Fig. 11. As can be seen, the peak energy of the ions is
higher in the 45° direction than in the 135° direction. It
should be noted that we also expect a long tail of lower-
energy ions. However, this cannot be experimentally deter-
mined with the current arrangement since the signal is
smeared out in time, resulting in a voltage response smaller
than the measurement noise. Furthermore, quantitative ion
flux numbers cannot be obtained since the average charge of
the ions reaching the Faraday cup is not known. Future ex-
periments should also try to determine the charge distribution
of the ions due to the higher sputter yield expected from
highly charged ions as mentioned above. The presence of
multi-kilo-electron-volt xenon ions from plasmas created by
several-nanosecond laser pulses is also reported in other
studies of similar targets20,31 and in solid-bulk-target.30

Multi-kilo-electron-volt ions were, however, not found in a
xenon-gas-puff target experiment.30

In order to verify the sputtering effect of the detected
ions, silicon wafers were exposed to 106 plasma events gen-
erated by;330 mJ laser pulses. The wafers were placed 110
mm from the plasma, both in the 45° and 135° directions
~see Fig. 8!. The wafers were masked except for a small area,
and the edges between the masked and unmasked area were
investigated with a surface profiler~KLA Tencor P-15! after
the exposure. The unmasked area showed;10 nm deep
sputtering in the 45° direction and;27 nm @see Fig. 12~a!#
in the 135° direction.

This significant sputtering is expected given the highly
energetic ions observed although no quantitative comparison
can be made since the Faraday-cup measurements do not
yield quantitative data regarding the number of ions. It is
furthermore interesting to note that the sputtering rate is
higher in the 135° direction although the maximum ion en-
ergies are higher in the 45° direction. This probably indicates
a larger number of ions emitted in the 135° direction. These
may be lower-energy ions that cannot be detected with the
current Faraday-cup setup.

FIG. 9. The calculated sputtering yield of xenon ions on a Mo/Si mirror.

FIG. 10. The voltage response of the Faraday cup for a typical plasma
event.

FIG. 11. The dependence of laser pulse energy on maximum ion energy.
The dashed line was obtained with the Faraday cup in a 45° angle to the
laser beam and the solid line in 135°~cf. Fig. 8!.
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It has previously been reported that a background pres-
sure can reduce the energy of the fast ions.32,33 A simple
experiment was therefore performed where the turbo-
molecular pumps were stopped, increasing the xenon pres-
sure in the vacuum chamber to.1 mbar. Two more silicon
wafers were then exposed under identical conditions. Indeed,
no sputtering was observed, but rather a deposition of;4 nm
in both the 45° and the 135° direction@see Fig. 12~b!#. The
composition of the deposition has, however, not been ana-
lyzed. Although the background pressure of.1 mbar is too
high since it will absorb most of the in-band EUV radiation
over a short distance, at least the concept is shown. Further
experiments should be performed where the background
pressure can be accurately controlled, and using other gases
than the highly EUV-absorbing xenon. Other ion-mitigation
methods such as electrostatic repeller fields34 or magnetic-
field shields35 should also be investigated, although the high
average ion energies will make the use of, at least, electro-
static repeller fields difficult.

VII. DISCUSSION

An EUV source has to meet demanding requirements to
be suitable for EUVL systems. The present article has re-
ported on the characterization of several vital parameters re-
lated to the source’s applicability in a stepper. Although
some parameters do not fully meet the required values,
promising improvements are identified that may put the val-
ues within the requirements. The main issue to solve is be-

lieved to be the stopping of the highly energetic ions from
the xenon plasma. If a means can be found to thermalize the
ions and reduce their charge before they reach any compo-
nent surface within the source, a liquid-xenon-jet laser
plasma source could be a truly noncontaminating source. Es-
pecially the use of a background gas to decelerate the ions
should therefore be studied further. However, this should be
combined with efforts to lower the energies of the generated
ions from the plasma.
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